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Abstract. A tutorial introduction to the key concepts of ambient cal-
culi and their type disciplines, illustrated through a number of systems
proposed in the last few years, such as Mobile Ambients, Safe Ambients,
Boxed Ambients, and other related calculi with types.

1 Introduction

1.1 Basics of Calculi for Mobility

In the last few years a new conceptual dimension of computing has emerged, for
which an adequate theoretical foundation is being searched: space and movement
in space.

A huge amount of computational entities distributed worldwide, exchanging
data, moving from one location to another, interacting with each other (either
cooperatively or competitively), gives rise to a global computing activity. Com-
putation has therefore to be abstractly described as something that develops
not only in time and in memory space, either sequentially (λ-calculus) or as a
dynamic set of concurrent processes (π-calculus), but also in a wide geographical
and administrative space. The well-established theoretical models of concurrency
and communication were then to be augmented with the handling of distribution
and mobility.

One of the earliest proposals was the Distributed π-calculus (Dπ) [18], which
extended π-calculus [22, 21] with the notions of a location and of movement be-
tween locations. In Dπ all processes and channels are located in named immobile
locations, and may individually migrate from one location to another through
an action go m (where m is a location name). The structure of locations is flat
(no nesting), and communication is purely local, through named (typed) chan-
nels. Remote communication is therefore to be achieved via process movement
coupled with local input-output.

Several other distributed process calculi were originated; an extensive and
comparative account of them is given in [11]. This tutorial concentrates on later
systems derived from the Calculus of Mobile Ambients (MA) [7] which, already
included in that review, is indeed a sort of junction and turning point between
two related strands of research.
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The calculus of MA, also building upon the concurrency paradigm repre-
sented by the π-calculus, was the first to introduce the notion of a mobile loca-
tion or ambient. Its extreme simplicity and elegance, along with its expressive
power, is presumably the reason of its immediate success and its widespread
acceptance, in the following few years, as the new basic theoretical paradigm for
mobile computing.

Ambients may move in and out of other ambients, driven by their internal
processes; they therefore have a tree structure of nestings, which may dynami-
cally change.

Ambients are thus themselves processes; as a matter of fact, from a formal
point of view the syntactic category ambient does not exist: there are only am-
bient names m, n, . . . , and the construct m[P ] represents a process consisting
of an ambient named m containing the process P . Thus m[P ] and P are in the
same syntactic category, process. The content P generally consists of a parallel
composition of processes, some of which may in turn be ambients.

In MA, and in all ambient calculi subsequently introduced, there are there-
fore two main forms of processes, which we will respectively call (for lack of a
better term) naked processes (or lightweight processes) and ambient-processes
(or heavyweight processes).

The former are unnamed lists of actions1 act1.act2 . . . actm to be executed se-
quentially, generally in concurrency with other processes: they can perform com-
munication and drive their containers through the spatial hierarchy, but cannot
individually go from one ambient to another (differently from Dπ-processes).

The latter, of the form m[P ], are named containers of concurrent processes:
they can enter and exit other ambients, driven by their internal processes, but
cannot directly perform communication. Unlike in Dπ, distinct subterms of the
form m[ . . . ] with the same m represent distinct ambients with the same name:
m[P ] | m[Q] is not equivalent to m[P | Q]. The term m[P ] can therefore be used
to model a named process, with however the essential difference that its name
is not unique.

Communication, in the original MA calculus, is purely local, with no chan-
nels; which is tantamount to the existence of one anonymous channel in each
ambient (in fact, when process calculi are coded in ambient calculi, channels are
coded by ambients). What may be communicated is either an ambient name, or
a capability (i.e., an argument of the form opm, where op may be in, out, or any
other mobility primitive possibly introduced), or a sequence of capabilities.

In summary, disregarding polyadic communication for the sake of simplicity,
the portion of syntax common to most ambient calculi is:

Term ::= M | P
M, N ::= n | x | in M | out M | M. M ′

P,Q ::= 0 | M. P | P |Q | (νn)P | ! P | M [P ] | (x)P | 〈M〉
1 Actions in a broad sense, including input and output; besides, a sequence of actions

may end with an ambient-process creation m[P ], or with a forking into different
parallel processes.



The two syntactic categories of terms are messages, denoted by M , N , . . . , and
processes, denoted by P , Q,. . . . The difference between names n and variables
x is inessential: ambient names can be formally viewed as variables that are free
or are bound by the ν-binder (but not by the input binder).2

With the two mobility actions in m and out m a process respectively drives
the enclosing ambient into a sibling ambient named m or out of a parent ambient
named m, as specified by the reduction rules:

n[in m.P |Q] |m[R] → m[n[P |Q] |R]

m[n[out m. P |Q] |R] → n[P |Q] |m[R]

This kind of mobility has been called subjective, since the migration command
originates from within the migrating ambient itself.3

In contrast, objective mobility would be one by which an external process
orders an ambient to move, e.g., via a possible construct [7] move m in n whose
reduction rule would be:

move m in n. R |m[P ] |n[Q] → R |n[m[P ] |Q]

Another kind of primitive is often considered as a possible objective move,
namely a construct of the form spawn(m,P ), with the reduction rule:

spawn(m,P ) |m[Q] → m[P |Q]

The process executing such action spawns a new process in the ambient m, thus,
in a sense, sending P into m. For example, through spawn(m, n[P ]) the ambient-
process n[P ] is sent by an outside process (the one performing the spawning
action) into the ambient m, in contrast with the subjective moves in and out
where the moving command comes from the ambient-process’ inside.

This classification is however debatable: if the spawn construct is written as
go m.P , and consequently the very same reduction rule is written as

go m.P |m[Q] → m[P |Q]

the syntax suggests the view that go m.P is a process that subjectively moves
to m and there continues as P , thus modelling some primitives for mobile-agent
programming, where a running procedure may stop at a certain point, migrate
to another location, and there resume execution.

In calculi where lightweight processes are unnamed and there is no notion of
a process unique identifier, it seems to be a matter of taste whether in the term
α.P the subterm P is to be considered a different process from α.P or merely
its continuation.
2 Of course, not every free variable can be considered an ambient name: a free variable

in prefix position, such as x in x.P , cannot.
3 The terminology “subjective/objective” for migration was introduced by Cardelli

and Gordon [7].



Such “objective” primitives cannot be encoded in a context-free way by MA
primitives; they can however be emulated, in a context-dependent way, for spe-
cific ambients.

The rule for communication in ambient calculi is similar to the one of π-
calculus, without channel names:

(x)P | 〈M〉 → P{x := M}
Observe that asynchronicity is, as usual, simply obtained by the syntactic con-
straint that an output cannot prefix a process but may only occur as the last
operation. Input is blocking for the sequential process that performs it, of course.

The complete operational semantics consists, analogously to π-calculus, of
basic reduction rules like the ones above, supplemented by a set of contextual
reduction rules, and by the definition of a structural congruence relation ≡,
which allows redexes to be formed by trivial syntactic restructuring of terms.

The contextual reduction rules are:

P → Q ⇒ n[P ] → n[Q]
P → Q ⇒ (νn)P → (νn)Q
P → Q ⇒ P |R → Q |R

P ′ ≡ P, P → Q, Q ≡ Q′ ⇒ P ′ → Q′

The structural congruence is defined as the least reflexive, transitive and sym-
metric relation which is a congruence, makes the operator | commutative, as-
sociative and with 0 as zero element, and is closed w.r.t. to the following rules
(where fn(P ) denotes the set of free names of P , defined in the standard way):

1. !P ≡ P | !P ;
2. (M.M ′).P ≡ M.(M ′.P );
3. (νm)0 ≡ 0; n 6= m ⇒ (νm)(νn)P ≡ (νn)(νm)P ;
4. m 6∈ fn(P ) ⇒ P | (νm)Q ≡ (νm)(P |Q); n 6= m ⇒ n[(νm)P ] ≡ (νm)n[P ].

The construct (νn)P for name scoping limits a name’s visibility to a portion
of the whole system; however, owing to rules 3 and 4 of structural congruence,
such portion may change dynamically by effect of communication, exactly as in
π-calculus (the well-known phenomenon of scope extrusion).

For example, in the system represented by the term n[(νm)〈m〉 |R] | p[(x)P ]
the secret name m is initially known only by the process (νm)〈m〉 at the location
n; owing to scope extrusion and communication, it then becomes known in the
whole system: (νm)(n[R] | p[P{x:= m}]). Of course, one can always assume that
m does not occur in R and P , since otherwise it suffices to perform an α-renaming
of m; like any binder, the ν-construct really creates a new fresh name, different
from all those existing before.

Ambient names, capabilities and sequences of capabilities may be commu-
nicated from one process to another, similar to passwords that permit certain
actions to be performed. Since there is no construct allowing to extract the
name m from the expressions in m, out m, etc. or to extract a subexpression M
from an expression M ′, it is possible for a process to propagate, instead of an



ambient’s full name, which grants unrestricted power over it, only a particular
capability (or sequence of capabilities) for that ambient. For example, if the re-
dex 〈out m〉 | (x)P is reduced, the process P acquires the capability of driving
its enclosing ambient out of m, but not the one of making it re-enter m.

On the other hand, the identification of the source for in n (i.e., the common
enclosing ambient), and of the destination for outn, which is the ambient enclos-
ing n, are implicit. In this way an ambient, if it has the capability of going out
of its surrounding ambient n, is able to do it in whatever environment the ambi-
ent n ends up: which may be considered to be safe, since ambients are “closed”
entities (in MA they may actually be opened, but only by the host ambient).

Following this view, an ambient named Ulysses may come out of the horse
into Troy but may only take a harmless walk in the city (unless, in MA, some
Trojan opens Ulysses’ ambient to let out the real destroying process).

1.2 Types

Differently from λ-calculus, ambient calculi are usually presented as typed cal-
culi, in the limited sense that the definitions of their respective term languages
rely on typing to keep (untyped) syntaxes and operational semantics as simple
as possible: instead of two categories of variables along with two corresponding
versions of the communication primitives, one for ambient names and the other
for capabilities, only one kind of constructs and variables is introduced; thus
meaningless terms can be defined, or can be created by communication of wrong
categories. For example, one may obtain an ambient whose name is an action, or
viceversa an action consisting of an ambient name: 〈inm〉 | (x)x[P ] → (inm)[P ],
or 〈m〉 | (x)x . P → m. P .

Such anomaly is then eliminated by a simple type system where the two syn-
tactic categories become two message types: ambients and capabilities. The fact
that ambient calculi, though inheriting from process calculi the usual constructs
for process composition and communication, do not have (named) channels, has
an important consequence: since the reduction rules do not contain types, the
above undesired reductions may only be ruled out by ensuring that input and
output actions of different types can never coexist in a situation where they may
synchronize with each other.

To this end, each ambient has to be assigned one type, the so-called topics of
conversation, and all processes within it may only talk and listen about this top-
ics, i.e., communicate messages of this type (since an ambient, as we observed,
may be viewed as an anonymous local channel available to all its processes). If
we indicate by amb(T ) the type of ambients where the topics of conversation
is a suitably defined type T , and by proc(T ) the type of processes that per-
form communication of type T , the basic rules, which are found (possibly with
appropriate variations) in most systems, are then:

amb
Γ ` M : amb(T ) Γ ` P : proc(T )

Γ ` m[P ] : proc(S)
par

Γ ` P : proc(T ) Γ ` Q : proc(T )

Γ ` P |Q : proc(T )



The environment Γ is, as usual, a set or a sequence of assumptions of the form
ξ:W , with ξ variable or ambient name.

In the original MA, only local input-output is possible: therefore in the amb
rule’s conclusion the process m[P ] may be assigned any (process) type, since
an ambient-process cannot perform any communication and may therefore be
safely put in any ambient. In other systems, where forms of inter-ambient com-
munication are allowed, some constraints on the type of the conclusion have to
be introduced, as we will see.

The type of a process P is of course determined by P ’s input and output
operations, which must be all of the same type W ; as a starting point for the
derivations a null process axiom is necessary, as usual. The rule for the ν-binder
is analogous to the one for the input binder. The resulting rules are therefore:

input
Γ, x :W ` P : proc(W )

Γ ` (x :W )P : proc(W )
output

Γ ` M : W

Γ ` 〈M〉 : proc(W )

null
(Γ is a well-formed env.)

Γ ` 0 : proc(T )
amb-res

Γ,m:amb(S) ` P : proc(T )

Γ ` (νm:amb(S))P : proc(T )

where we anticipate the distinction between message types W and communica-
tion types T , which is completely useless here but will be required in all the
subsequent development of the tutorial, starting from next section.

In a system with only local communication, the in and out mobility primitives
do not unleash any new possibility of communication; in the absence of any other
mobility primitive, their typing rules would trivially be:

in
Γ ` M : amb(S)

Γ ` in M : cap
out

Γ ` M : amb(S)

Γ ` out M : cap

path
Γ ` M1 : cap Γ ` M2 : cap

Γ ` M1.M2 : cap
pref

Γ ` M : cap Γ ` P : proc(T )

Γ ` M.P : proc(T )

The remaining rules (variable, replication) needed to complete the type system
are straightforward.

Since most ambient calculi allow communication of ambient names and ca-
pabilities (or paths) but not of processes, the message type W can only be of
the forms amb(T ) and cap. Summarizing, a minimal type syntax would be:

Trm ::= term type
W message type
Proc process type

Proc ::= proc(T ) type of processes performing communication of type T

W ::= message type
amb(T ) type of ambient names where the topics of conversation is T
cap type of capabilities

T, S ::= W communication of messages of type W



Examples of types are:

– amb(cap), the type of ambients where capabilities may be exchanged;
– amb(amb(cap)), the type of ambients wherein names of ambients of type

amb(cap) are exchanged;
– proc((amb(cap)), the type of processes that communicate names of ambients

of type amb(cap);
– etc.

Remark the different roles played, in any type system for ambients, respectively
by ambient types and process types. Ambients are names, therefore an ambient’s
typing always immediately results from an assumption; on the contrary, a process
is a term of an arbitrary syntactic complexity, which is reflected in the complexity
of the typing derivation, from assumptions on names and variables.

In general, a typing m:A means that the property A is assumed to hold for
any occurrence of a subterm of the form m[P ] within the term representing
the global program. If such term is well typed, then we may be sure that the
property actually holds and will keep holding during the computation – if the
type system, as usual, verifies the subject reduction.

1.3 Ambient Interaction and Remote Communication

With only the primitives above illustrated, no interaction between different am-
bients would be possible, and ambient mobility itself would be completely useless;
some other construct is therefore needed. The choice of the mechanisms for am-
bient interaction and remote communication is what characterizes the different
versions of ambient calculi, strongly determining their nature.

In the original MA, a third mobility construct is provided: openm .P , which
opens an ambient named m, i.e., dissolves its boundary thus directly exposing
the contained processes; the corresponding reduction rule is:

open m.P | m[Q] → P | Q

In the calculus of Boxed Ambients [5], on the other hand, the open capa-
bility is replaced by forms of inter-ambient communication between parent and
children. In the M3 calculus [14] a form of individual mobility of lightweight
processes is provided, analogous to the one in Dπ. All these different mecha-
nisms of course require extensions and modifications of the skeletal type system
delineated above.

Remote communication is achieved either by ambient movement followed by
opening (in MA), or by movement and parent-children communication (in Boxed
Ambients), or by lightweight mobility (in M3).

In MA, for example, mobile processes must be represented by ambient-
processes; communication between them is represented by the exchange of other
ambient-processes of usually shorter life, which have their boundaries dissolved
by an open action so as to expose their internal lightweight processes performing
the input-output proper.



In MA and in many other ambient calculi an ambient-process m[P ] is thus
a general-purpose construct, intended to uniformly model many different sorts
of things, at different levels of granularity: physical and virtual locations, sub-
networks, administrative and security domains, mobile physical devices, mobile
agents and processes, messages or packets exchanged over the network, etc.: this
in agreement with the foundational character of such formalisms.

The tutorial continues by examining a certain number of particular calculi
and type systems suitable to exemplify some of the main ideas in this research
area, with no pretension of exhaustiveness or of giving a general overview of the
field.

Section 2 achieves the account of the Calculus of Mobile Ambients proper, by
considering its distinguishing features w.r.t. successive variants, and by showing
how it introduced the fundamental ideas of mobility types and ambient groups.

Section 3 describes the extension with co-capabilities, first introduced in the
Calculus of Safe Ambients [19] and later adopted by several other proposals; it
also expounds in some detail the original type system for Safe Ambients, which
motivated the extension.

In Section 4 a completely different type discipline for the same calculus is
considered, namely the Secure Safe Ambients [3, 4], as an example of fine-grained
types used for a kind of static flow analysis.

Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to the approach inaugurated by Boxed Ambi-
ents [5], consisting in dropping the open capability while providing for parent-
children communication. In particular, Section 6 shows how this approach may
be combined [20] with some of the previous ideas (groups, mobility types), and
illustrates the benefits of the extended use of a non-trivial subtyping.

Finally, an overview of some of the other significant systems and results is
found in Section 7, which is followed by a few lines of conclusion.

In order to be able to compare the different systems and make immediately
visible their differences and their similarities, we will adopt throughout the tu-
torial a uniform notation, particularly for types. That will often imply the usage
of concrete syntaxes not coinciding (or only partially coinciding) with the ones
of the original papers.

2 Mobile Ambients

As recalled in the introduction, MA are characterized by the presence of the
open primitive. Its complete syntax (for the untyped calculus) is therefore:

M, N ::= n | x | in M | out M | open M | M. M ′

P, Q ::= 0 | M. P | P | Q | (νn)P | ! P | M [P ] | (x)P | 〈M〉
The basic reduction rules are:

n[in m.P | Q] | m[R] → m[n[P | Q] | R]
m[n[out m.P | Q] | R] → n[P | Q] | m[R]
open m.P | m[Q] → P | Q
(x)P | 〈M〉 → P{x := M}



While the in and out operations are dual of each other, open does not possess
an inverse operation proper. It provides a form of objective collective migra-
tion, since it has the effect of moving all the processes (either heavyweight or
lightweight) contained in an ambient into its parent ambient.

It is worth mentioning that the sub-calculus of MA consisting of the only
mobility primitives, without communication (but with open), has been proved
in the original paper [7] to be Turing-complete.

2.1 Communication Types

The presence of the open capability requires the type syntax and typing rules
to be modified w.r.t. to the minimal system shown in the introduction. Since
the opening action dissolves an ambient’s boundary and merges its content with
the parent’s one, the two concerned ambients must have the same topics of
conversation; the type of open m must therefore record the internal topics of m,
which requires capability types to be of the form cap(T ).

With this, however, the definitions of type expressions become mutually re-
cursive, and a basis is needed to start the inductive construction of types (in
place of the atomic type cap of subsect. 1.2). In order to keep the calculus pure,
such basic type is suitably chosen as a topics called shh, characterizing ambients
where no communication occurs.

Types T of topics are thus not totally coinciding with message types W , since
shh cannot be a message type, i.e., it cannot type an input variable or an output
expression. Message and communication types therefore become:

W ::= message type
amb(T ) names of ambients where the topics of conversation is T
cap(T ) capabilities compatible with the topics T , i.e., which

do not open ambients, or open ambients with topics T

T, S ::= communication type (or exchange type, or topics of conversation)
shh no communication
W communication of messages of type W

Examples of types are amb(shh), cap(shh), amb(amb(shh)), amb(cap(shh)), etc.
The in and out actions, not triggering any communication, may be assigned

any capability type. The typing rules for actions and action composition and
prefixing therefore are:

in
Γ ` M : amb(S)

Γ ` in M : cap(T )
out

Γ ` M : amb(S)

Γ ` out M : cap(T )
open

Γ ` M : amb(T )

Γ ` open M : cap(T )

path
Γ ` M1 : cap(T ) Γ ` M2 : cap(T )

Γ ` M1.M2 : cap(T )

pref
Γ ` M : cap(T ) Γ ` P : proc(T )

Γ ` M.P : proc(T )

The other rules are unchanged. The type system was originally presented in [8].



2.2 Ambient Groups and Mobility Types

Groups and Group Restriction
A refinement of the archetypical system sketched in the previous subsection is

presented in [6], where the notion of a group of ambients is introduced.
A first motivation for groups is the possibility of an increased control over

ambient-name propagation, through the use of group restriction. Syntactically,
groups are merely names G occurring as further constituents of ambient types,
whose syntax is now (using, for uniformity, a slightly different notation from
the original) amb(G,T ): the type of ambients of topics T and group G. Process
types, on the other hand, are still of the form proc(T ), with no specification of
a group. The syntax allows the existence of distinct types for distinct ambients
“belonging” to the same group.

The typing rules reported in the previous subsection are almost unaffected,
except for the obvious replacement of amb(T ) with the new form. For example,
the ambient rule becomes:

amb
Γ ` M : amb(G,T ) Γ ` P : proc(T )

Γ ` m[P ] : proc(S)

However, the syntax of the calculus itself is modified, with the introduction of the
restriction on groups, written as (νG)P . This kind of restriction, which concerns
ambient types instead of ambient names, allows to limit the extension of the
scope extrusion for ambient names, and thus to better preserve name secrecy.

As a matter of fact, the new construct does not affect the operational se-
mantics (the reduction rule is P → Q ⇒ (νG)P → (νG)Q), but it makes types
more inherent in the calculus. Group names might be viewed as type variables
of a kind G (the class of all possible groups) which, being the only kind, may be
omitted. The corresponding natural typing rule is:

g-res
Γ, G : G ` P : proc(T ) G /∈ freegroups(T )

Γ ` (νG)P : proc(T )

where it must be observed that, in MA, environments are sequences (not sets),
and group names may be used in environment assumptions only after being
explicitly declared. In a different and less formal style, where environments are
sets, and group names need not be explicitly declared, the rule could be written
as:

g-res
Γ ` P : proc(T ) G /∈ freegroups(T ) G does not occur in Γ

Γ ` (νG)P : proc(T )

We recalled in the introduction (subsect. 1.1) that in the original MA if a well-
typed process P = (νm :amb(shh))(〈m〉 |Q) is present in a system represented
by a larger term, then the scope of the restriction, initially limited to P , may
be dynamically extended through communication and mobility, and the name
m, initially not known outside P , may be transmitted arbitrarily far. Thus an
initially secret name may be inadvertently given away by poor programming.



On the contrary, a well-typed process of the form (νG)(νm :amb(G, shh))P ,
in whatever context it’s placed, is guaranteed not to give away the name m,
since group restriction, by hiding an essential constituent – the group G – of
the type of the secret name, forbids in any other process even the definition of a
well-typed input construct (x :amb(?, shh))Q able to receive that name. At the
same time, the possibility of scope extrusion also for group names ensures that
group restriction “does not impede mobility of ambients that are enclosed in the
initial scope of fresh groups but later move away” [6].

Finally, observe that a process of the form (νG)(νn :amb(G,T ))〈n〉 is not
well typed: the restriction on the group name G cannot be performed, since G
occurs in the type proc(amb(G,T )) of the process one would like to restrict.
Neither is well-typed the process (νG)m[ (νn :amb(G, shh))〈n〉 ]: though the type
of m[ (νn :amb(G, shh))〈n〉 ] may be freely chosen not to contain G, any such
typing may only be derived w.r.t. an environment where G occurs in the type
assumed for m, in contradiction with the rightmost premiss of the typing rule.

Mobility Types
As first argued in [6], since types are supposed to maintain key invariants of

programs, and ambient calculi are explicitly designed to model mobile code, type
systems for ambients should naturally be able to express properties related to
mobility.

In [6] a type system for MA is defined, which tracks ambient opening and
ambient movement, and thus makes apparent the second reason for the introduc-
tion of groups: the will to express properties regarding an ambient’s movements
w.r.t. other ambients though avoiding dependent types, i.e., types dependent on
values, notoriously delicate to handle.

For example, as observed in [6], if through a typing one wants to declare that
the ambient m has the property of being able to enter the ambient n, one should
write m:CanEnter(n), where the type depends on the value n. Groups allow
to avoid this situation, by acting as intermediaries between types and values:
one reformulates the above property as the more general statement that the
ambient m may enter the ambients of group G and that n is an ambient of G,
and therefore writes the two typings m:CanEnter (G), n:amb(G).

The types introduced in [6] and the properties they denote, if we disregard
polyadic communication and objective moves (also present in the calculus), are
the following:

G1, G2, . . . groups (group names)
C , O ::= {G1, . . . , Gk} finite sets of group names

Trm ::= term type
Proc process type
W message type

Proc ::= proc(C ,O, T ) type of processes whose communication is of type T,
able to drive ambients in and out of ambients of
groups C , and to open ambients of groups O



W ::= message type
amb(G, C , O, T ) type of ambients of group G, which may be driven

in and out of ambients of groups C ,
wherein ambients of groups O may be opened,
and wherein communication is of type T

cap(C , O, T ) type of capabilities that may be in processes which:
drive ambients in and out of ambients of groups C ,
open ambients of groups O,
perform communication of type T.

T, S ::= communication type (or exchange type)
shh no communication
W communication of messages of type W

In the concrete syntax used in [6] group sets are written G,H; process types
proc(C , O, T ) and capability types cap(C ,O, T ) are both indicated by the no-
tation yG,◦H, T ; ambient types amb(G, C , O, T ) are written G[yG,◦H, T ]; the
triple yG,◦H, T is called an effect and is possibly denoted by F .

With the new types the ambient rule obviously becomes (omitting, here and
in the following, the well-formedness requirements for types):

amb
Γ ` M : amb(G, C , O, T ) Γ ` P : proc(C ,O, T )

Γ ` m[P ] : proc(C ′, O ′, T ′)

The rules for the capabilities formally express the informal meanings described
above. The in m and out m actions make the containing ambient cross the bound-
ary of m, which is an ambient of group G; therefore G must be in the groups C ′

“crossable” by the ambients where the action takes place:

in-out
Γ ` m : amb(G,C , O, T ) G ∈ C ′

Γ ` in/out m : cap(C ′,O ′, T ′)

Analogously, in the case of open m the group G of m must be in the groups O ′ of
ambients that may be opened within the ambient where the action is executed.
Moreover, since the open m dissolves the boundary of m, the type of the opener
process must be the same as the processes in m, i.e., C ′ = C , O ′ = O, T ′ = T .
In conclusion:

open
Γ ` m : amb(G,C , O, T ) G ∈ O

Γ ` open m : cap(C , O, T )

Hence the rule must require that if an ambient is openable then all ambients
of its group may be opened inside it; in other words, if an ambient n may be
opened within m, processes internal to n must have the same rights as those in
m: among them, the one of opening n itself (i.e., all ambients of its group).

This has the pleasant side-effect that a type amb(G, C ,O, T ) specifies whether
the ambient is openable or not, depending on whether G is or is not contained
in O. The form of the rules, however, also has the consequence that, recursively,



an ambient must have the same capabilities of any ambient where it can stay,
at any level of nesting (within a chain of openable ambients).

A quantity of other type disciplines for MA, for variations of MA and for
other ambient calculi have been proposed, particularly in the latest years, and
some of them will be reviewed in the next sections. The original calculus, how-
ever, equipped with the above sketchily reported type system and supplemented
by a modal spatial and temporal logic [9] in which to express and study pro-
gram properties, has become one of the well-established paradigms for mobile
computing, and a natural basis for any study in this area.

3 Safe Mobile Ambients

3.1 Coactions

The calculus of Safe Mobile Ambients (SA) [19] is obtained from MA by adding
to the three mobility actions three corresponding coactions: in m, out m, open m,
with the consequent modification of the three related reduction rules; for an ac-
tion op m to take place (with op = in, out, open), it is necessary that the
ambient m gives its consent, through the simultaneous execution of the corre-
sponding coaction, as follows:

n[in m.P1 | P2] | m[in m. Q1 | Q2] → m[n[P1 | P2] | Q1 | Q2]
m[n[out m.P1 | P2] | out m. Q1 | Q2] → n[P1 | P2] | m[Q1 | Q2]

open n. P | n[open n.Q1 | Q2] → P | Q1 | Q2

Movement therefore always results from a handshaking between the migrating
ambient and the exited or entered ambient. The open primitive, requiring now
the agreement of the ambient to be opened, loses its character of purely objective
move.

All the other constructs and rules are unchanged, with the exception, irrel-
evant here, that replication (the construct !P ) is replaced by recursion (with
the construct rec X.P ), and consequently the equivalence rule !P ≡ P | !P is
replaced by the obvious unfolding reduction rule.

An ambient’s behaviour results both from the subjective control exerted by
the enclosed processes, as in MA, and from the consent given by the ambient
where the coaction is consumed. In particular, in dissolving an ambient the open
and open primitives play a completely symmetric role: the coaction might be
viewed as a self-open action, whose coaction is the open.

Observe that a MA-like behaviour for an ambient n may be obtained in the
obvious way [19] by placing inside n the processes ! in n, ! out n, ! open n (where
!P is here intended as a shorthand for rec X. (P | X)).

The introduction of the coactions is explicitly motivated by the aim of elim-
inating grave interferences, i.e., situations where “the activity of a process is
damaged or corrupted because of the activities of other processes” [19].

Such situations may arise, in MA, when an expression intended to model
a particular real-world process or system is put in a context that models a



possible reality different from the one first envisaged. This is due to the fact
that mutually exclusive reductions are possible which represent semantically
contrasting behaviours, as in the following examples taken from [19]:

open n | n[in m. P ] | m[Q] →
{ in m.P | m[Q]

open n | m[n[P ] | Q]

h[n[in m.P | out h.R] | m[Q] ] →
{h[m[n[P | out h. R] | Q] ]

n[in m.P | R] | h[m[Q] ]

In the first example, the ambient n may either be dissolved, or migrate into
m (where its opening may become impossible); in the second, n may exit its
parent h or else enter its sibling m. In either example the two different reducts
are certainly non-equivalent w.r.t. any reasonable notion of equivalence, and it’s
hard to imagine a real-world situation modelled by a nondeterministic choice
between two so contrasting behaviours.

However, because of the kind of nondeterminism inherent in MA, it is difficult
to avoid that these situations may arise when running a “MA program”, partic-
ularly when plugging a MA module into a (maybe unforeseen) MA context. The
above examples are therefore more likely to represent unintended behaviours
coming with those intentionally specified: i.e., programming errors.

The result is the difficulty of designing MA systems provably correct (w.r.t.
the specifications) in all contexts; which of course is also the difficulty of designing
protocols and algorithms for security that be guaranteed free from loopholes.

With coactions, each ambient may decide whether, at a given instant, it
may accept a sibling ambient coming in, or whether it may let out a contained
ambient. Observe however that, in the reduction rules, the argument of the
coaction is the same as the one of the action: the name of the authorizing,
not of the authorized ambient. The handshaking for in and out is therefore not
symmetric: an ambient cannot directly authorize one ambient of a given name
to come in or to go out.

On the other hand, the above remarked symmetry of the two opening con-
structs changes the potentially dangerous character of the original open into a
much more manageable operation.

3.2 Types for Characterizing Single-Threaded Ambients

The type system is based on the same general scheme as that for MA; however,
not using groups, it may only express, w.r.t. mobility, the binary property of
being immobile or not: amb(I, T ) is the type of immobile ambients of topics T ,
while amb(B, T ) is the type of basic (i.e., unconstrained) ambients. This is in
contrast with the more expressive MA group system where immobility is only a
particular case among many possible mobility types: an ambient is immobile if
the C component of its type is empty. It is as there were only two predefined
groups, B and I, instead of all those definable by the programmer.

Subject reduction guarantees that if an ambient m is typed as immobile,
no process m[P ] will ever come out of the enclosing ambient or enter a sibling



ambient, though the enclosing ambient may be free to move (immobility is rela-
tive to the surrounding ambient). Of course, an unconstrained ambient does not
necessarily move, only it cannot be guaranteed to be immobile.

The distinguishing feature of the SA type system, which differentiates it from
most other ambient systems, is however the expression of the single-threadedness
property.

A single-threaded (ST) ambient is one where “at any moment at most one
process may have the control thread and may therefore use a capability” [19]; a
ST process is the corresponding notion for processes, so that a term of the form
m[P ], with m ST, is well-typed iff P is ST. More precisely, a ST ambient or
process is one in which at any reduction step there is, among those not nested
in subambients, at most one unguarded action or coaction, i.e., an action or
coaction in initial prefix position, ready for execution.

This does not forbid that in internal subambients other actions be concur-
rently performed (for example, if an open is executed, at least the matching
open must be consumed!). Moreover, as stated above, only the execution of a
capability represents a step of the thread of computation; an input or output
operation, though also being a computational activity, is not in itself considered
a step of an individual thread, since it is not a “control” action affecting an am-
bient’s movement or dissolution; it may however find itself inserted in a thread,
between or after actions, as in out m.(x)in n.P or in out n.〈M〉 (in which cases,
as we will see, it may transfer the thread).

In a ST ambient, therefore, communication between processes (not holding
the control) is allowed concurrently with the control thread, as for example in
the term:

[ out m.in n | 〈k〉 | (x)x[P ] ]
where the thread is defined by the process that drives the ambient out of m into
n; communication between the other two processes is performed in concurrency
(simulated by interleaving), but it is not considered to define a distinct thread.

Within a ST ambient the thread may pass from one sequential process to
another through the opening of an ambient, whereby a newly exposed process
catches the control, as in the following example adapted from [19]:

n[ open m.〈M〉 |m[open m.in k.in h] ] | k[h[. . .] ] → n[ 〈M〉 | in k.in h ] | k[ h[. . .] ]

In the ambient n the single thread is initially held by the sequential process
performing the open; after this action the process only has to perform an output,
and therefore relinquishes the thread to the process in k.in h, which will drive n
into k and h.

The thread may also pass from one process to another through communica-
tion: an input-output operation cannot give rise to a thread but it may transmit
one, as in the following example again taken from [19]:

n[ in h.〈M〉 | (x)x.Q ] |h[ in h.R ] → → h[R |n[M.Q] ]

The thread of n is initially held by in h.〈M〉, which after executing the in passes
the capability M to the process (x)x.Q; the latter, by turning itself into M.Q,
immediately activates M itself and so takes hold of the thread.



Ambient types are thus the following (where again the original syntax, rather
different, is adapted to the tutorial’s uniform notation):

Amb ::= amb(bi, T ) ordinary ambients of topics T , with mobility bi
st-amb(th,Tt) single-threaded ambients of single-threaded topics Tt,

whose opening exposes a process with thread-property th
T ::= shh no communication

W communication of type W

Tt ::= shh no communication
st-msg(th,W ) communication of type W, with thread-property th

bi ::= B the property of being a mobile and openable ambient,
(which however cannot be opened in an I-ambient);

I the property of being an ambient that cannot be moved
nor opened, and wherein no ambient may be opened

th ::= ↑ holding or carrying the thread
† not holding or not carrying the thread

An ambient of type st-amb(↑,Tt) is a ST-ambient whose opening exposes a
process taking the thread; an ambient of type st-amb(†,Tt) is a ST-ambient
whose opening exposes processes not taking the thread.

Observe that Tt, the communication type of ST ambients, is different from
the one of ordinary ambients: the type st-msg(↑,W ) indicates communication
where messages carry the thread, while st-msg(†, W ) is communication where
messages do not carry the thread.

Process and capability types have corresponding forms:

Proc ::= proc(bi, T ) | st-proc(th, T )
Cap ::= cap(bi, T ) | st-cap(th, T )

where st-proc(th, T ) is the type of ST processes holding or not holding the
thread, according to whether th =↑ or th = †; st-cap(th, T ) is the type of an
action that, when performed, leaves its continuation with thread right th.

During a computation, the condition for a ST process of being owner of the
thread is only defined up to some indetermination: at a given step a ST process
surely holds the thread if it has one unguarded capability (i.e., it is ready to
perform a control instruction), or if it is an output process passing the thread,
or if it had the thread in the previous step (i.e., it is the derivative of a process
holding the thread in the previous reduction step) and no other parallel ST
process now holds the thread. In the other cases, it may be assumed as having
or not having the thread, with the constraints that at most one among all the
parallel components of a ST process may own the thread, and that the process
P consisting of the whole content of a ST ambient m[P ] must own the thread.

Thus, for example, in a process P = (x)0 | (y)(z)0 either the component (x)0
or the component (y)(z)0 or none of them may be assumed as thread owner.
However, if P in turn is in parallel with a process surely owning the thread, say
out m, this forces the third alternative (“none of them”); if on the other hand P



is the whole content of a ST ambient m, like in the term m[P ], the choice must
be on one of the first two possible assumptions.

The typing rules, as usual, formally define the above described meanings.
The fundamental rule that links the assumed ambient’s behaviour to its content
is the same as in MA:

bi-amb
Γ ` m : amb(bi, T ) Γ ` P : proc(bi, T )

Γ ` m[P ] : Proc

st-amb
Γ ` m : st-amb(th,Tt) Γ ` P : st-proc(↑,Tt)

Γ ` m[P ] : Proc

The absence of explicit subtyping with a subsumption rule imposes that each
kind of process may only stay in the corresponding kind of ambient, for exam-
ple a process typed as ST or immobile (that is, good for staying in immobile
ambients) cannot go into a basic ambient. There is however in the system an
implicit subtyping: the simultaneous applicability of different rules and the usual
polymorphism of 0 allow to assign different types to a same term. In particular,
a process typed as ST may, at certain conditions (no free recursion variables,
process not holding the thread, unthreaded or silent communication), also be
typed as basic or immobile.

Also observe that in the rule st-amb the process P , consisting of the whole
content of the ST ambient m, hence with no other concurrent processes in m,
must forcedly have the (single) thread. This is not in contradiction with the
fact that m may be an ambient not catching the thread on opening: when m is
opened, P – which has the thread – must execute a open, but its continuation,
exposed in the surrounding ambient, need not hold the thread (for example,
it may create an ambient n[Q], or perform unthreaded communication, or just
die); in such case the control is kept by the process originally in the enclosing
ambient.

Singleness is naturally expressed by the rules for parallel composition, where
at most one of the components may hold the thread:

st-par1
Γ ` P1 : st-proc(↑,Tt) Γ ` P2 : st-proc(†,Tt)

Γ ` P1 |P2 : st-proc(↑,Tt)

st-par2
Γ ` P1 : st-proc(†,Tt) Γ ` P2 : st-proc(↑,Tt)

Γ ` P1 |P2 : st-proc(↑,Tt)

st-par3
Γ ` P1 : st-proc(†,Tt) Γ ` P2 : st-proc(†,Tt)

Γ ` P1 |P2 : st-proc(†,Tt)

An output process 〈M〉, if it is a process with thread-carrying communication,
must hold the thread, i.e., it must be the continuation of a control process, now
ready to pass the capability M to some other process which is going to imme-
diately use it and thus to catch in turn the thread. With non-thread-carrying



communication, the output may have or not have the thread (depending on the
process of which it is the continuation).

An input process (x)P , on the other hand, is only required (in the rule’s
premiss) that its continuation P does or does not hold the thread depending on
whether the message carries it or doesn’t. An input process waiting for a thread-
carrying message is of course not (yet) holding the thread. The rules therefore
are:

st-outp1
Γ ` M : W

Γ ` 〈M〉 : st-proc(↑, st-msg(↑,W ))

st-outp2
Γ ` M : W

Γ ` 〈M〉 : st-proc(th, st-msg(†,W ))

st-inp
Γ, x :W ` P : st-proc(th, st-msg(th,W ))

Γ ` (x :W ).P : st-proc(th′, st-msg(th,W ))
The other possibly thread-passing event is described by one of the open rules:
when a ST ambient is opened within another ST ambient, the thread is kept or
relinquished by the old process respectively if the newly exposed process catches
it or doesn’t:

st-open1
Γ ` m : st-amb(th,Tt)

Γ ` open m : st-cap(th−1,Tt)
where ↑−1 is † and conversely.

The reason why this rule, if expressed in words as above, sounds tautological, is
that it actually defines the meaning of the component th of types st-amb(th,Tt).

The rules for the other constructs are generally more standard, though many
of them present different cases corresponding to the different kinds of ambients
(mobile, immobile, single-threaded). For example, the in and out primitives can
never be inserted in a process staying in an immobile ambient; if they are inserted
in a process in a ST ambient, by definition they hold the thread:

bi-inout
Γ ` m : Amb

Γ ` in/out m : cap(B, T )
st-inout

Γ ` m : Amb

Γ ` in/out m : st-cap(↑,Tt)

The corresponding coactions, on the other hand, being exercised not in the driven
ambients but in those where they are moved to or from, may stay in immobile
ambients too:

bi-coinout
Γ ` m : amb(bi, T )

Γ ` in/out m : cap(bi, S)
st-coinout

Γ ` m : st-amb(th,Tt)

Γ ` in/out m : st-cap(↑,Tt′)

In conclusion, the type system for SA is a rather complex construction, which
expresses and checks properties not easily found in other systems for ambi-
ents. Immobile and ST types allow to define algebraic laws for a behavioural
equivalence consisting of a barbed congruence; this is only possible owing to
the synchronous character of the movement interactions, which is obtained with
the introduction of coactions, and is a distinguishing feature of SA, originally
motivating its development.



4 Secure Safe Ambients

Elimination of grave interferences may also be considered a natural basis for the
explicit handling of security, which has been from the start one of the major
concerns of the ambient paradigm. It is therefore not casual that the calculus of
SA – if not its type system – has been successively chosen as the one for which
to define type disciplines directly addressing this issue.

Among them, Secure Safe Ambients (SSA) [3, 4] are paradigmatic even from
the name. Only the SA mobility sub-calculus is considered, without communica-
tion; the type system uses groups, more appropriately called (security) domains;
capability types are of the fine-grained forms in G, out G, etc., where G is a group
(domain) name; process types have three components respectively representing,
for a process P , “the effects that can be observed at the level of the ambient
enclosing P , at the level of P itself, and within P , whenever P is of the form
m[P ′]” [3, 4].

Most interestingly, and unlike most other systems, the type of an ambient
m is basically the type of an m[P ] process, not the type of P (though of course
related to it). The ambient rule is therefore completely different from the usual
one, where the type of a well-typed process m[P ] can be any process, unrelated
with the types of m and P .

Recast into our notation, the type syntax of SSA is the following (where of
course there is no message type and thus the only term types are process types):

ambient type:
G1, G2, . . . groups (group names)

capability type (or action type):
Cap ::= op G type of the capabilities op m, with m ambient of group G
where op ::= in | in | out | out | open | open

C+, C0, C− ::= {Cap1, . . . ,Capk} finite sets of capability types

process type:
Proc ::= proc(C+, C0, C−) type of the processes that are allowed to execute:

actions of types C+ synchronizing with up-level processes,
actions of types C0 synchronizing with same-level processes,
actions of types C− synchronizing with down-level processes.

ambient group type:
gr(Proc) type of groups whose ambients m are such that

any process m[P ] is of type Proc

The notations C+ and C− are to be considered abbreviations respectively for
C+1 and C−1, so that the three components of a process type are Cη, with
η = +1, 0,−1.

An environment consists of two parts: a set Γ of group typing assumptions
and a set E of ambient typing assumptions:

Env ::= Γ ; E where Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, G:gr(Proc) E ::= ∅ | E, m:G



A natural notion of subtyping as set inclusion may be defined:

proc(C+, C0, C−) ≤ proc(C ′
+, C ′

0, C
′
−) if C+ ⊆ C ′

+ & C0 ⊆ C ′
0 & C− ⊆ C ′

−
The SSA type system is implicitly based on the notion of a process being able

to execute an action, in the sense of the static flow analysis: a process P is able to
execute an action α or to exercise a capability α if the static analysis described
below does not exclude that such action may be executed during a possible
evolution of P . As usual, the analysis cannot guarantee that there actually is a
possible evolution where the action is indeed executed.

Such notion, for capabilities occurring in the process’ (initial) expression, is
independent from the context, which would appear existentially quantified in a
natural definition of the property: if P∆ (where ∆ is a label that identifies a
node in the syntax tree of P ) is an occurrence in P of an action α, the process
P is said to be able to execute P∆ if there exists a suitable context C[ ]

such
that in a possible reduction sequence of C[P ]

the action is executed.
For example, a process P of the form op m.P ′ is able to (immediately) execute

the action op m, in the sense that if P is inserted in an appropriate context C[ ],
the “execution” of the action op m is a possible (first) reduction step of C[P ]; in
particular, the process P immediately exhibits the capability op m.

Inductively, if the process P ′ is able to execute an action β, then the process
P = α.P ′ is also able to execute the action β (though not immediately), since
by inserting P in an appropriate context C[ ], β may be “executed” in a step of
a possible reduction sequence of C[P ].

Also, if P or Q is able to execute an action α, so is the parallel composition
P |Q (and if the action is immediate for P or Q, so is for P |Q).

On the other hand, the process open m.P , if it executes open m by synchro-
nizing with the process m[open m.Q], unleashes all the actions executable by Q,
which are not action occurrences in P . Of course, it would be meaningless to
state that the process open m.P can execute any imaginable action just because
one can always take a context

[ ] |m[open m.Q] with Q doing such action.
Rather, the notion of ability to execute an action must be made dependent

on assumptions on the ambients’ behaviours. For example, if one assumes that
any process of the form m[Q] may execute the action open m and the action α,
then open m.P is able to execute the action α.

Besides, as a consequence of the opening mechanism, (some) capabilities
exhibited by a process P enclosed in an ambient m have to be also taken into
account as capabilities of the process m[P ].

For example, the process m[open m.P |Q] after executing open m (through
synchronization with an external open m) continues as P |Q, and therefore may
execute all the actions executable by this process. On the other hand, in a
term like m[n[open q |Q] ] |P ], the action open q, though being executable by the
ambient-process of boundary n, is not executed by the top term, for which it is
an invisible action with no effect in its context. The notion of a relative level at
which a process executes an action is therefore necessary.

The actions in, in, out, open operate at one level up – or level +1 – w.r.t.
themselves, since their respective synchronizing actions must be located in a



parent or sibling ambient of the one immediately containing them; in contrast,
open and out operate at their own level, or level 0, since they synchronize with
actions found in a subambient of the ambient immediately containing them.

If m[P ] is an ambient-process where P executes an action at one of the above
two levels, such execution must be viewed as also being performed by the process
m[P ], but one level down.

In conclusion, a process may be able to execute an action at one of three
different (relative) levels, up, same level (as itself), down, or +1, 0,−1, where
actions at level −1 may be executed only by processes of the form m[Q] or
compositions of them. We introduce here the notation A ` P ¼η α to denote the
fact that with the set A of assumptions the process P is able to execute at level
η the action α; we rely however on the above informal description without going
into the details of a formal definition.

In A we write assumptions of the form m ¼η α, meaning that any process
of the form m[P ] is such that m[P ] ¼η α. Moreover, we assume that sets of
assumptions satisfy some closure constraints, for example:

{n ¼0 out m, m ¼0 out m, n ¼η α} ⊆ A ⇒ m ¼η α ∈ A
{n ¼0 open m, m ¼0 open m, m ¼η α} ⊆ A ⇒ n ¼η α ∈ A

{n ¼0 in m, m ¼0 in m} ⊆ A ⇒ m bounds n in A

where m bounds n in A ,
{

n¼η α ∈ A ⇒ m ¼η−1 α ∈ A, for η = 0, +1;
n ¼0 open n ∈ A & n ¼η α ∈ A ⇒ m ¼η α ∈ A.

The first constraint says that if ambients named n are permitted to go out of
ambients named m, then m is responsible for whatever may be done by n (a
process m[Q], by letting out an ambient-process n[P ], unleashes execution of
n[P ] actions at its own level). The second constraint states that if an ambient
is responsible for an action open m, and m lets itself be opened, then n is also
accountable for whatever action m is allowed to perform. The third constraint,
more complex, is needed for the in capability: if an ambient n is allowed to go
into another ambient m, then m must be able to perform, at a level decreased by
1, all the actions performed by n at the two upper levels; if moreover the ambient
m allows its boundary to be dissolved, then n must be able to do whatever action
n is able to execute.

For example, in the term P ≡ p[m[in n.Q] |n[in n.R]] the action in n is exe-
cuted at level +1 by the process in n.Q, at level 0 by the process m[in n.Q], at
level −1 by the top process P . Observe that in n is for P a “visible” internal
action that varies the number of its immediate subambients. If one inserts P into
another ambient t, for example by forming the term t[P |P ′], then the process
t[P |P ′] is not considered to be executing in n, since this action does not change
the number of the immediate subambients of t, at whose level the execution
remains therefore completely invisible.

As another example, in the term m[open n.P ] the capability open n is exhib-
ited at level 0 by the process open n.P , at level −1 by the whole term. As an
example of non-immediate capability (from [3]), the process m[in m.open n] is
able to execute the actions in m and open n; the same process, taken as a subterm



of the parallel composition m[in m.open n] |n[in m.open n.in p], also exhibits the
capability in p, since in such context it reduces to m[in p].

There is an important well-formedness constraint on process types: if a pro-
cess of type Proc wants to open (ambients of type) G′, and G′ lets itself be opened
(by open G′), then Proc must possess all the capability types of G′. Group en-
vironments Γ must satisfy closure constraints corresponding to the ones on the
sets of assumptions A, with groups instead of ambients.

The meaning of process and group types, hinted at by the synthetic descrip-
tions given with the syntax, is a specification of the types of capabilities that
a process can exercise. The judgement Γ ; E ` P : proc(C+,C0,C−) states that,
with the group type assumptions Γ and the ambient type assumptions E:

– C+ is the set of action types that P is able to execute at level +1, i.e.,
through synchronization with processes contained in the ambient one level
up w.r.t. to the one where it lives, possibly in a nested ambient (but not in
its own ambient);

– C0 is the set of action types that P is able to execute at level 0, i.e., through
synchronization with processes contained (with possible nesting) in the very
ambient wherein P is located;

– C− is the set of action types that P is able to execute at level −1, i.e.,
through synchronization with processes located in one of the subambients of
P itself; as remarked above, this is possible only if P is of the form m[Q].

Synthetically, one has op G ∈ Cη if and only if A ` P ¼η op m holds for an m
such that m:G ∈ E, with assumptions A “agreeing” with Γ ; E (where the notion
of “agreeing” can be appropriately defined). For example [3]:

– Γ ; m : Gm ` in m. P : proc(C+,C0,C−) =⇒ in Gm ∈ C+

– Γ ; m : Gm ` n[in m .P ] : proc(C+, C0, C−) =⇒ in Gm ∈ C0

– Γ ; m : Gm ` out m. P : proc(C+,C0,C−) =⇒ out Gm ∈ C0

– Γ ; m : Gm ` n[open m .P ] : proc(C+, C0, C−) =⇒ open Gm ∈ C−

These informal meanings are formally expressed by the typing rules for actions:

actop
Γ ;E ` m:G Γ ; E ` P :proc(C+,C0,C−) op G∈C+

Γ ;E ` op m.P : proc(C+, C0, C−)
op = in, in, out, open

actop
Γ ;E ` m:G Γ ; E ` P :proc(C+,C0,C−) op G ∈ C0

Γ ;E ` op m.P : proc(C+, C0, C−)
op = out, open

The assumption G : gr(Proc) in Γ states that, for any assumption m:G in E,
any process of the form m[P ] is assumed to have type Proc, i.e., it may at most
execute, at the three levels, actions of types specified by Proc.

As a consequence, the condition for a process m[P ] to be well-typed is that
the actions exhibited by P give rise to actions exhibited by m[P ] that respect
the constraints imposed by the type of the group G of m.

To this end, observe that since η-level capabilities of the process P , with
η = 0, 1, become capabilities at the level η − 1 for m[P ], the same must hold



for capability types: if P has type proc(C+, C0, C−), the elements of C+ and
C0 become elements respectively of the components C ′

0 and C ′
− of the type

proc(C ′
+, C ′

0, C
′
−) of m[P ].

Besides, if C0 contains the element open G, then the process P allows the
boundary m of m[P ] to be dissolved: therefore all the actions executable by P
become also executable by m[P ]: i.e., proc(C+,C0,C−) ≤ proc(C ′

+, C ′
0, C

′
−).

In conclusion, the process type that constitutes the group type of G must
bound the type of P , according to the following definition:

Γ,G : proc(C ′
+, C ′

0, C
′
−) ` G bounds proc(C+, C0, C−) ,

C+ ⊆ C ′
0 & C0⊆ C ′

− & (open G ∈ C0 ⇒ proc(C+, C0, C−) ≤ proc(C ′
+, C ′

0,C
′
−))

If such relation holds, m[P ] is well-typed, with the type Proc′ specified by the
ambient group type. The typing rule is then:

amb
Γ ` G:gr(Proc′) E ` m:G Γ ;E ` P :Proc Γ ` G bounds Proc

Γ ;E ` m[P ] : Proc′

The other rules are standard. Owing to the presence of subtyping, an alternative
is possible: either, as in [3], the rule null assigns to the null process the minimal
type, and an explicit subsumption rule is introduced (where, as in the sequel,
process types are always understood as well-formed):

null
Γ ;E ` 0 : proc(∅,∅,∅)

sub
Γ ; E ` P :Proc Proc ≤ Proc′

Γ ; E ` P :Proc′

or, as in [4], the rule null assigns to the null process any type, and then sub-
sumption holds as an admissible rule:

null
Γ ; E ` 0 : Proc

It should be intuitively clear that, given a term P and assumptions Γ ; E, if
the term is typable under these assumptions, then among all the types assignable
to P there exists a minimal type, which is a sort of principal type for P (w.r.t.
Γ ; E).

The type system may be easily presented in a form that only assigns such
minimal type: one just needs to eliminate the subsumption rule while keeping
the minimal “empty” typing for the null process, and moreover writing the other
rules so that they build the type in the conclusion by putting together the
minimal types in the premisses. For example:

act-1
Γ ; E ` P : proc(C+, C0, C−) E ` m : G op ∈ {in, in, out, open}

op m.P : proc(C+ ∪ {op G},C0, C−)

Of course, the rule

par
Γ ; E ` P : Proc Γ ;E ` Q : Proc

Γ ; E ` P |Q : Proc



becomes

par
Γ ; E ` P : Proc Γ ; E ` Q : Proc′

Γ ;E ` P |Q : Proc ∪ Proc′

where proc(C+, C0, C−) ∪ proc(C ′
+, C ′

0, C
′
−) , proc(C+ ∪ C ′

+, C0 ∪ C ′
0, C− ∪ C ′

−).
More importantly, the system enjoys a property of principal typing in the

sense of [27]: given a process P and a set E of assignments of groups to ambients,
there exists a minimal typing consisting of a group environment Γ and a process
type Proc such that:

Γ ;E ` P :Proc & (Γ ′;E ` P :Proc′ ⇒ Γ ≤ Γ ′ & Proc ≤ Proc′)

where the ordering over group environments is suitably defined by pointwise
extension to them of the type ordering over process types. A type reconstruction
algorithm that computes such typing is given.

A classical example showing the system’s expressiveness is the detection of
a Trojan horse’s attack. Let Ulysses, the horse and Troy with Priam’s palace be
modelled by the following processes:

Ulysses = ulys[in horse . out horse . in pal .Kill]
Horse = horse[in horse . in troy . out troy]
Troy = troy[in troy . Q | pal[in pal . P ]]

The whole mythic situation is the process Ulysses |Horse |Troy. Suppose the
assignment of groups to ambients is horse : Ghorse, pal : Gpal, etc. If one only looks
at the horse’s capabilities by inspecting the Horse term, nothing dangerous shows
up. On the contrary, in SSA the myth is well-typed only w.r.t. (an environment
containing) the assumption Ghorse : gr(proc(C h

+, C h
0 , C h

−)) with in Gpal ∈ C h
0 . The

type of the horse ambient group immediately signals that some process under
horse’s “responsibility” has the capability of entering Priam’s palace.

As is apparent even from the form of types, the mobility properties described by
the SSA system are much finer than in most type systems for ambients; what
is performed is actually a static flow analysis. Consequently, if the “declarative”
meaning of types may look less straightforward than in other systems, in return
they are amenable to a comparison with precise dynamic notions of behaviour,
leading to significant safeness results.

A dynamic characterization is one obtained by means of the reduction rela-
tion, in contrast with static characterizations, formulated by means of induction
on term structure. The notion of a process P exhibiting a capability α at level
η in the context C[ ]

is defined in [3, 4], as a dynamic counterpart of the static
notion of being able to execute an action; it will be indicated here by the pictorial
notation C[P ⇓η α

]
.

The definition is rather technical; intuitively, C[P ⇓η α
]

holds if there is an
evolution of C[P ]

that eventually generates a residual of P immediately exhibit-
ing α, where the immediate exhibition of a capability is what we called, in the
static characterization, immediate ability to execute it.



Of course, the two characterizations cannot be equivalent; however, a type
safeness result states that if Γ ;E ` C[P ]

: Proc and Γ ;E ` P : proc(C+, C0, C−),
i.e., the context C[ ]

(filled with P ) respects the type environment that types P ,
then every (type of) capability dynamically exhibited by P in the context C[] is
recorded (at the right level) in the type of P :

C[P ⇓η op m
]

& m:G ∈ E ⇒ op G ∈ Cη

For example (from [3, 4]), the process m[in m.open n] is able to execute the ac-
tions in m and open n; the same process, taken as a subterm of the parallel
composition m[in m.open n] |n[in m.open n.in p], also exhibits the capability in p,
since in such context it reduces to m[in p].

The papers [3, 4] also define a powerful language, based on SSA, for expressing
security properties, and present a distributed version of SSA featuring a typed
reduction relation that allows to check security even in ill-typed contexts, in a
precise analogy with the security mechanisms of the Java Virtual Machine.

Another type discipline for ensuring security properties in SA is presented in
[15, 2], also based on a group approach, where however groups become (partially
ordered) security levels, and an ambient at a security level s can only be traversed
or opened by ambients at security levels greater or equal to s.

5 Boxed Ambients

5.1 Inter-ambient Communication Instead of open

Boxed Ambients (BA) [5] are another ambient calculus derived from MA, where
the open primitive is dropped, and its absence is compensated by the possibility
of communication4 across one ambient boundary, between parent and children.

To this purpose, upward and downward input-output primitives are pro-
vided, beside the usual communication constructs of MA; inter-ambient com-
munication is achieved by synchronizing a local input or output with an across-
the-boundary complementary operation. Of course, downward communication
requires the name of the child ambient addressed, while in the upward direction
the parent, being implicit, does not need to be named.

More precisely, the possibility of atomically forwarding an input request –
or dropping an output – into the enclosing ambient or into a named enclosed
ambient is obtained through the constructs (x)ηP and 〈M〉ηP , where η = M, ↑:
M is an ambient name or a variable standing for an ambient name, the symbol
↑ denotes communication with the parent.

An output dropped across a boundary can be collected by a local input in the
other ambient; symmetrically, an input request across a boundary can collect a
local output in the other ambient. For example, a message may be passed from
child to parent (i.e., from a process in an ambient m to a process in the ambient
enclosing m) by synchronizing a local output in m with a downward input in the
4 inspired by the Seal calculus [10].



parent, or by an upward output in m with a local input in the parent; analogously
is obtained the reverse communication.

Direct communication between sibling ambients is not possible: it must be
mediated by communication with the parent.

All the above is formally stated by the reduction rules:

(local commun.) (x)P | 〈M〉Q → P{x := M} | Q
(input from child) (x)nP | n[ 〈M〉Q | R ] → P{x := M} | n[ Q | R ]
(input from parent) 〈M〉P | n[ (x)↑Q | R ] → P | n[ Q{x := M} | R ]
(output to child) 〈M〉nP | n[ (x)Q | R ] → P | n[ Q{x := M} | R ]
(output to parent) (x)P | n[ 〈M〉↑Q | R ] → P{x := M} | n[ Q | R ]

Observe that each of two untagged communication primitives inherited from
MA occurs three times in the set of rules, i.e., both in the intra-domain and in
the inter-domain communication. Such instructions are therefore not, as in MA,
purely local input/output primitives, rather they are forms of undirected input
or output, in contrast with the directed communication requests represented by
the tagged versions.

This implies a certain supplementary amount of nondeterminism: an undi-
rected input may synchronize either with a local output or with an output from
(a process in) a child or parent ambient (i.e., across one boundary); the analogous
holds for undirected output.

The six communication primitives are redundant, as remarked above: for
example, an input by an ambient from a parent’s output may be performed
either as an undirected input from a directed output, or as a directed input
from an undirected output. The two different implementations, however, are not
equivalent, since the respective synchronizations take place in different ambients
and are therefore subject to different possible “interferences”.

As a matter of fact, in [5] the natural alternative is also discussed in which
communication primitives inherited from MA keep their purely local character,
and communication across a boundary must be directed from both sides. The
reduction rules for the tagged primitives then become:

(x)nP | n[ 〈M〉↑Q | R ] → P{x := M} | n[ Q | R ]
〈M〉nP | n[ (x)↑Q | R ] → P | n[Q{x := M} | R ]

This solution “provides ambients with full control of the exchanges they may
have with their children” [5], but in turn it makes difficult the modelling of
other kinds of communication protocols easily implemented by the original BA
primitives (such as the possibility for an ambient to broadcast a message to any
entering agent, like mobile phone companies do whenever a cell-phone crosses a
national border).

The absence of the open operation implies that ambients, once activated, live
forever (since there is no way of destroying them); in any realistic situation a
garbage collection is therefore needed to dispose of ambients no longer involved
in any potential computation.



5.2 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Communication

Differently from MA and SA, communication is synchronous, which is simply ex-
pressed in the syntax by the fact that the output primitive is now a prefix 〈M〉P
exactly like input, also blocking its continuation. Asynchronous communication,
which has convincingly been argued to be the main form of communication in
mobile and distributed computing [?], may of course be considered a special case
of synchronous communication where the process performing the output has a
null continuation.

In [5], however, various other possible versions of the calculus w.r.t. the issue
of synchronous vs. asynchronous communication are discussed, especially in rela-
tion with typing. In particular, a calculus is considered where the reduction rules
for directed output are replaced by asynchronous versions, and a new reduction
rule for undirected output is introduced:

(asynch. undirected output) 〈M〉P → 〈M〉 | P
(asynch. output to child) 〈M〉nP | n[ Q ] → P | n[ 〈M〉 | Q ]
(asynch. output to parent) n[ 〈M〉↑P | Q ] → 〈M〉 | n[ P | Q ]

If the rules for input are kept unchanged, their overlapping with the asyn-
chronous version of undirected output gives rise to a form of nondeterminism
in communication, which may be performed either in one step atomically, or in
two steps. For example:

〈M〉P | n[ (x)↑Q | R ] →
{P | n[ Q{x := M} | R ]
〈M〉 | P | n[ (x)↑Q | R ] → · · ·

This phenomenon may be avoided by adopting an asynchronous version of the
input rules too, consisting of input instructions that only accept asynchronous
(i.e., non-prefix) outputs:

(x)P | 〈M〉 → P{x := M}
(x)nP | n[〈M〉 | Q] → P{x := M} | n[Q]
〈M〉 | n[ (x)↑Q | R ] → n[ Q{x := M} | R ]

Every communication is then carried out following a two-step protocol, always
with the intermediation of the form 〈M〉 which may be interpreted as an ambi-
ent’s memory cell.

5.3 Types

The extended communication mechanism gives rise to the basic difference of type
systems for BA w.r.t. those with only local communication: for each ambient or
process the topics of conversation now are two: the local topics, and the parent’s
topics; they do not need be the same. In this way, the parent may exchange
values of its local type with its children (which are all required to have the same
upward topics), but in addition the parent may exchange values of different types
with different children, using its downward primitives.



For instance, using extra atomic types just for the sake of the example,
suppose b is an ambient whose topics is bool, which encloses ambients r of topics
real, s of topics string and t of topics toy, as in b[P |n[Q] | s[S] | t[R]]. The four
different possibilities of communication may be exemplified as follows:

– P = (x)P1, Q = 〈true〉↑Q1, S = 〈false〉↑S1, R = 〈false〉↑R1;
processes Q,S,R, located in the children ambients, pass booleans to P , lo-
cated in the parent;

– P = 〈true〉P1, Q = (x)↑Q1, S = (y)↑S1, . . .
parent passes booleans to children;

– P = (x)r(y)sP1 | (z)tP2, Q = 〈3.14〉, S = 〈“hi Mom!”〉, R = 〈ball〉
children pass respectively reals, strings and toys to parent;

– P = 〈2.71〉r〈“hi Sally!”〉s | 〈ball〉t, Q = (x)Q1, S = (y)S1, R = (z)R1

parent passes respectively reals, strings and toys to children.

Ambient and process types thus have two components; on the other hand,
owing to the absence of open, capability types have only one component: which
however has a completely different meaning w.r.t. MA and SA.

In those systems cap(T ) is the type of the open capabilities which open am-
bients of topics T ; as we saw, the type T must be the same as the one of the
ambient where the capability is exercised; in and out actions may be assigned
any (capability) type.

Here there is no opening, hence no “openable topics” as a component of
the capability type; instead, communication with the parent requires that an
ambient m is only allowed to stay within – and therefore to be driven into –
those ambients whose (local) topics is the same as m’s upward communication
type. While in MA and SA the type cap(T ) records the topics T of the ambients
m occurring in open m constructs, in BA it must record the topics T of the
ambients whereinto the in and out operations may drive the ambients in which
they are exercised.

Finally, observe that ambient and process types do not need to record chil-
dren’s topics, as this information is available locally to each child.

The type syntax is then the following:

W ::= message type
Amb ambient type
Cap capability type

Proc ::= proc(T, S) processes performing local communication of type T
and upward communication of type S,
able to drive ambients into ambients of local topics S

Amb ::= amb(T, S) ambients having T as local topics and S as upward topics,
therefore allowed to stay within ambients of local topics S

Cap ::= cap(S) capabilities that drive ambients of upward topics S
into ambients of local topics S

T, S ::= type of topics, i.e., type of communication
shh no communication
W communication of messages of type W



The above described meanings of capability types are translated into the intro-
duction rules for cap(T ). If within m the local topics of conversation is T , while
within m’s parent the topics is S, then the action in m, which turns its own
ambient into a child of m, must be performed by a process talking T upward;
out m, which turns its own ambient into a sibling of m, must be performed by a
process “upward-talking” S. Moreover, silent communication, i.e., absence of in-
put and output, is compatible with any type of communication: a silent process
may safely participate to a conversation in whatever topics. The rules therefore
are:

Γ ` m : amb(T, S)

Γ ` in m : cap(T )

Γ ` m : amb(T, S)

Γ ` out m : cap(S)

Γ ` m : amb(T, S)

Γ ` in/out m : cap(shh)

As already remarked, superposition between rules – in this case between the third
rule and the first two – is a form of implicit subtyping. In all ambient calculi,
therefore, shh ≤ T is a natural form of subtyping, which should be implicitly or
explicitly present in the type system. In BA the explicit formulation is chosen
and the rules are rewritten as:

in
Γ ` m : amb(T, S) T ′ ≤ T

Γ ` in m : cap(T ′)
out

Γ ` m : amb(T, S) S′ ≤ S

Γ ` out m : cap(S′)

The rules for prefix and ambient are easily obtained from the above informal
definitions:

pref
Γ ` M : cap(S) Γ ` P : proc(T, S)

Γ ` M.P : proc(T, S)

amb
Γ ` m : amb(T, S) Γ ` P : proc(T, S)

Γ ` m[P ] : proc(S, S′)

the component S of the capability type is the process’ upward topics; the fun-
damental rule amb is only modified w.r.t. MA to take into account upward
communication: from the typing of m in the premiss, S is the local topics of the
m-enclosing ambient, which by definition is the ambient enclosing the process
m[P ]; hence S is the type of local conversation m[P ] may be engaged in.

The other rules for processes are standard, but to be able to exploit the
relation shh ≤ T one has to extend subtyping to process types and introduce for
them a subsumption rule:

proc-subtyping: proc(shh, S) ≤ proc(T, S)

proc-subsum:
Γ ` P : Proc Proc ≤ Proc′

Γ ` P : Proc′

Observe that subtyping does not apply to upward communication: an upward-
silent process is not a process that may safely drive its surrounding ambient into
whatever ambient, since it may take with it a parallel process of an incompat-
ible type. The rules for the six forms of input-output are as expected from the
definition.



In BA, owing to the two-level input-output, mobility is closely connected
with (and constrained by) communication, and – differently from basic MA and
SA systems – the basic type system here briefly presented already expresses
and checks mobility properties. The subtyping shh ≤ T is further exploited in a
system’s refinement called moded typing, where the silent and non-silent phases of
process execution are expressed at a finer grain, and typed mobility is enhanced.

6 Mobility Types with Subtyping for Boxed Ambients

A sophisticated type system for BA is the one presented in [20], which adds to
the system described in the previous subsection mobility types and groups, in
conformity with the paradigm of [6]. Subtyping is explicitly introduced both on
communication and mobility, with suitable subsumption rules, and is for the first
time extensively used in a type system for ambients, to achieve greater expressive
power and flexibility. For brevity, the system will be referred to as MSBA5 in
the sequel.

As in [6], in MSBA an ambient type consists of, besides local and upward
communication types, a group name G and two group sets E and D , which have
a similar role to the one played by C in [6].

In MA, however (as described in subsect. 2.2), the set C records which am-
bients an ambient may cross, i.e., which destination an ambient may be driven
into by an in action, or which source an ambient may be driven out of by an
out action. In MSBA, on the other hand, the presence of upward communication
and the consequent need, for its correctness, of always knowing which is the am-
bient’s parent, imposes that also in the case of out the system must keep track
of which destination the ambient is driven into.

The component S therefore records the groups of all the ambients where an
ambient can stay, either because created in one such ambient, or because driven
downward into it (by an in action) or upward into it (by an out action).

The source ambient of the out action is also recorded, though not in the type
of the driven ambient, but in the one of the source ambient, in the form of the
set E of groups of ambients that may exit it.

A further component of the ambient type, written (following the authors’
notation) as a subscript of the type constructor, consists of a subset χ of the set
{i, o, c, r, w}. It indicates “what the ambient name can be used for” [20], i.e., in
what kinds of syntactic constructs it may turn up as an argument (possibly by
variable instantiation).

More precisely, the meaning of the typing m : ambχ(. . . ) is, for each of the
possible elements of χ:

i: the name m may be used in actions in m, i.e., m is an ambient that may be
entered by other ambients through its outer boundary;

o: the name m may be used in actions out m, i.e., m is an ambient which other
ambients may come out of;

5 “Mobility types with Subtyping for BA”, or “Merro-Sassone’s BA”.



c: the name m may be used in ambient constructions of the form m[P ], i.e.,
there may indeed be an ambient (i.e., an ambient-process) named m;

r: the name m may be used as a tag in downward input (x:W )m, i.e., m is an
ambient within which its parent may read;

w: the name m may be used as a tag in downward output 〈N〉m, i.e., m is an
ambient within which its parent may write.

Groups and types are thus the following, if we do not consider, for the moment,
the form of communication types and how they relate to message types:

G1, G2, . . . group names
D ,E , S , . . . sets of group names
U universal set of group names

Trm ::= term type
Proc process type
W message type

W ::= message types
Amb ambient types
Cap capability types

Proc ::= proc(G, D , T, S) processes that can stay in ambients of group G,
can drive them into ambients of groups D ,
perform local communication of type T ,
and upward communication of type S

Amb ::= ambχ(G, E ,S , T, S) ambients of group G, which can be argument
of actions in χ ⊆ {i, o, c, r, w},
allow ambients of groups in E to exit,
are allowed to stay in ambients of groups in S ,
where local communication is of type T ,
and upward communication is of type S

Cap ::= cap(G, D , S) capabilities that can be exercised in ambients
of group G with upward communication S,
and can drive them into ambients of groups D

Hence the meaning of the typing P : proc(G,D , T, S) is:

the process P may stay in ambients of group G, may drive by means of
in and out actions its enclosing ambient (of group G) into any ambient
of groups D , may perform local communication of type T and upward
communication of type S.

The meaning of the typing m : ambχ(G, E , S , T, S) is:

m is an ambient name of group G and it can be used in operations χ;
ambients of groups E may go out of m (i.e., of a process m[P ]) driven
by an out action, any ambient-process m[P ] may be enclosed in ambi-
ents of groups S , local communication within m is of type T , upward
communication is of type S.



Environments are, as in [6], lists of assumptions the forms G:G (meaning G is
a group) and ξ:W , where ξ is a variable or an ambient name. In the examples
of rules we will adopt the less formal style where lists are replaced by sets and
group declarations are omitted, in agreement with what observed in subsect. 2.2.

The form of communication types is another interesting feature of MSBA.
Following the approach of [26, 28], a process’ message type is split into an input
and an output type, which respectively are the type of the messages the process
may receive and the one of the messages it may send.

This allows in input-output a subtyping polymorphism analogous to the stan-
dard one by which the type of a procedure’s actual parameter may be a subtype
of the formal parameter’s type: a process may accept a message whose type is a
subtype of the expected one, so that two processes do not need to have exactly
the same message type to be able to communicate; it is sufficient that the output
type is a subtype of the input.

A communication type (in π-calculus or in an ambient calculus) thus also
consists of an input type WI and an output type WO, with WO ≤ WI ; for
example, if int is a subtype of real, it would be perfectly safe for an ambient to
host processes that perform int output and real input.

One naturally defines a subtyping relation between communication types,
covariant w.r.t. the output type and contravariant w.r.t. input, in a not surprising
analogy with function types:

≤-io
W ′

I ≤ WI WO ≤ W ′
O

io(WI ,WO) ≤ io(W ′
I ,W

′
O)

This approach encompasses the simple subtyping between shh and message
types, described in previous sections: if one completes the set of message types
with a universal type > and an empty type ⊥, which respectively are the top and
bottom of the message type order, then the type shh of silent ambients becomes,
as shown in the following, merely a particular pair of input and output types,
losing its character of a special communication type distinct from any message
type.

Observe that, since any type W is a subtype of>, any output of an expression,
whatever its type W , is also an output of type >. Any process is therefore a
process of output type >.

On the other hand, since ⊥ is the empty (not the unit!) type, there is no
possible expression M of such type, i.e., no possible output of type ⊥. A process
of output type ⊥ is a process that cannot perform any output.

Dually, input of the universal type, i.e., of an expression of a no further
specified type, is possible only if the process does not use its input (except
possibly in re-sending it out again). In particular, a process that performs no
input may be assumed to be of input type >; as a matter of fact, this is the only
case in which a process is assigned such type, since input variables of type > are
not permitted in the actual system. Of course, a process of input type > may
be put in parallel with outputs of any type W , in agreement with the fact that,
being W ≤ > for any W , the condition WO ≤ WI is then satisfied.



On the other hand, a process (x:W )P waiting for an element of a type W
can, by that, also wait forever for a non-existing element of the empty type.
Therefore, any process is also a process of input type ⊥.

Summarizing, the meanings of a process’ top and bottom message types are:

⊥ = any input = no output > = no input = any output

As noted above, the extended message type that includes ⊥ and > is sensibly
not allowed as a variable type, but it’s only used as input or output process type.
The syntax that links communication types with message types is therefore:

T ::= io(WI ,WO)
WI ,WO ::= ⊥ | W | >

The subtyping rule for the extended message type is, as stated above:

≤-msg ⊥ ≤ W ≤ >
The type shh of silent ambients (and silent processes) is simply the type io(>,⊥)
of ambients and processes with no input and no output, which is the bottom
communication type. Other special types are, for each W :

io(W,⊥) = W input, no output: everybody wants to listen W , nobody talks;
io(>,W ) = no input, W output: everybody talks W , but nobody listens.

Ambients with this kind of contents were already allowed by the previous com-
munication type system. Two really new, though rather peculiar, situations are
those corresponding to two particular top elements in the partial order of com-
munication types:

io(>,>) = no input, any output: everybody can talk of any topics,
but since nobody is listening, this is perfectly safe;

io(⊥,⊥) = any input, no output: everybody can wait for messages of any type,
but since nobody is talking, there is no risk of not understanding.

To be able to have in message types a subtyping relation not limited to the
singular cases involving > and ⊥, subtyping must be extended to capability and
process types, obviously using set inclusion in case of set components:

≤-grp
S0 ⊆ S1

S0 ≤ S1 ≤ U
≤-cap

S0 ≤ S1 S0 ≤ S1

cap(G, S0, S0) ≤ cap(G, S1, S1)

≤-proc
D0 ≤ D1 T0 ≤ T1 S0 ≤ S1

proc(G, D0, T0, S0) ≤ proc(G, D1, T1, S1)

For example, if a process drives its enclosing ambient into ambients of groups
G,G′, of course it can also stay in an ambient allowed to be driven into ambients
of groups G,G′, G′′. The universe of groups U allows “to express, for instance,
the type ambχ(G, E ,U , T, S) of ambients that can stay everywhere” [20].



Ambient subtyping is obviously contravariant w.r.t. the χ component: if an
ambient name is usable, say, for the set {i, o, r} of operations (i.e., in, out and
input), then it is certainly usable for any subset of it.

On the other hand, if an ambient is assumed to be allowed to stay in a certain
set of (groups of) ambients, it is not allowed to stay in a superset of it, otherwise
no constraint at all could be definable on ambient mobility; but also, it cannot
be assumed to be able to stay in only a subset of it, otherwise on the basis of that
assumption it could be placed where it should not. Analogous considerations hold
for all the other components of an ambient type, whose subtyping has therefore
to be kept invariant w.r.t. them:

≤-amb
χ′ ⊆ χ

ambχ(G, E , S , T, S) ≤ ambχ′(G, E , S , T, S)

Subtyping is exploited by the introduction of an explicit subsumption rule:

sub
Γ ` term : Trm Trm ≤ Trm ′

Γ ` term : Trm ′

where, of course, a term is either a process or a capability.
The other rules of the system formally express the informal meanings of types

described above. For example, the typing rules for capabilities are (possibly using
the underscore in a Prolog-like manner to indicate components whose forms are
immaterial, i.e., single-occurrence metavariables):

in
Γ ` M : ambi(G, , , T, )

Γ ` in M : cap(G′, {G}, T )
out

Γ ` M : ambo( ,E ,S , , S) G′∈ E

Γ ` out M : cap(G′, S , S)

The reading of the in rule is: if M is an ambient of group G usable as argument
of in and with local topics T , then the action in M may stay in an ambient
of any group G′; the group G of the ambient M , into which the action drives
its enclosing ambient, must be in the possible “destination” groups D of the
capability; the local topics of M must be the same as the upward topics of the
capability’s enclosing ambient, since this is going to have M as a new parent.
Observe that the second component of the type in the conclusion is the minimal
one, since any larger type is given by subsumption.

The reading of the out rule is analogous. If M is an ambient usable for
out with upward topics S, the capability out M may be exercised within an
ambient of any group G′, provided the ambient M lets G′-ambients out, i.e.,
G′ ∈ E ; observe that in this case the component of the ambient type cannot be
simply given in the form {G′}, for the very reason that subsumption does not
hold between ambient types. Also, since out m drives its enclosing ambient into
M ’s parent, the D component of the capability type must coincide with the S
component of the type of M , and the upward topics of the process exercising
the capability must coincide with M ’s upward topics.

The prefix and parallel rule state, as usual, that a process’ type basically is
the common type of all the capabilities and input-output operations present in



the process; subsumption here ensures that all these types do not need to be
identical, provided they can be subsumed by a common process type.

pref
Γ ` M : cap(G,D , S) Γ ` P : proc(G, D , T, S)

Γ ` M.P : proc(G, D , T, S)

par
Γ ` P : Proc Γ ` Q : Proc

Γ ` P |Q : Proc

Rather standard is also the ambient rule:

amb
Γ ` M : ambc(G, E ,S , T, S) Γ ` P : proc(G,S , T, S) G′ ∈ S

M [P ] : proc(G′,∅, S, shh)

where however the ambient name must be usable for construction, and the am-
bients whereinto M [P ] may be driven must be a subset of the set of ambients
where it can stay: but subsumption allows to replace inclusion with equality
(between respectively the third an the second component of M ’s and P ’s type).
Invariance of ambient types ensures that if an ambient requires its content to
be of a certain type, an ambient with a smaller type can do as well, but the
ambient’s type is fixed.

The null rule assigns to the null process the minimum type:

null 0 : proc(G,∅, shh, shh)

As an example of communication rule we can consider untagged input:

input
Γ, x:W ` P : proc(G, D , io(WI ,WO), S) WI ≤ W

Γ ` (x :W )P : proc(G, D , io(WI ,WO), S)

The other communication rules are similar.

In [20] an extension of MSBA is also presented, for a variant of BA, called Safe
Boxed Ambients, where coactions similar to those of SA are added. In order to
keep track of coactions, an additional component is needed in ambient, process
and capability types: the set of (groups of) ambients which an ambient may
contain, or which a process or capability allows to enter its enclosing ambient.

For the coaction mechanism to fit smoothly with the BA type system, the
out coaction has to be defined in a different way than in SA: since in BA one
must check the destination ambient for the out too, the co-capability out n, in
agreement with that, must be exercised in the ambient where n exits into, not
the one which n leaves.

7 Other Types of/for MA

Though much research in ambient typing has concentrated on mobility and se-
curity, more sophisticated disciplines concerned with only the communication



aspect of MA have also been devised. In particular, in [1] a system is proposed
for a MA calculus enriched with the basic features of functional programming
languages (λ-abstraction and application, if-then-else) and with the open capa-
bility. Its type structure is very rich, and process types are more appropriately
called behaviours to distinguish them from the more traditional ambient and
action types.

Basic process behaviours are communication types analogous to those of the
previous subsections, of the forms o(W ), i(W ), respectively indicating output
and input of type W ; but, built from these, general behaviours (i.e., general
process types) b are of such forms as b1.b2, the behaviour of all processes that
first exhibit behaviour b1 then behaviour b2, or the type of all processes that first
have type b1 then type b2; the notation b1 | b2 indicates the type of processes that
behave like a parallel composition of processes of types b1 and b2; etc.

An atomic behaviour diss, recording the occurrence of the ambient-dissolving
coaction open, is also needed; another basis for the inductive construction of
behaviours is the type ε of processes which exhibit no traceable action, and is
therefore assignable to the null process.

The basic typing rules, respectively corresponding to null process, input and
output, therefore are, if we neglect polyadic communication:

Γ ` 0 : ε

Γ, x : W ` P : b

Γ ` (x)P : i(W ).b

Γ ` M : W

Γ ` 〈M〉 : o(W )

Ambient types, of the form amb(b, b′) represent, as usual, the type b of processes
an ambient is allowed to contain (plus the type b′ of the process it unleashes
when opened). Since action prefixing transforms a process into another process,
capability types are viewed as a kind of type functions transforming a behaviour
into another behaviour; the full notion of type function not being needed, capa-
bility types cap(bxy) merely consist of behaviour contexts bxy, i.e., “behaviours
with a hole”, which is filled in the prefix rule:

Γ ` M : cap(bxy) Γ ` P : b′

Γ ` M.P : bxb′y
Since the type system does not handle mobility, the only non-empty-context
rules are those for open and open:

Γ ` m : amb(b, b′)

Γ ` in/out m : cap(xy)

Γ ` m : amb(b, b′)

Γ ` open m : cap(b′ | xy)

Γ ` m : amb(b, b′)

Γ ` open m : cap(diss.xy)

The rule for parallel composition is trivial, in agreement with the definition of
parallel behaviour:

Γ ` P1 : b1 Γ ` P2 : b2

Γ ` P1 |P2 : b1 | b2

The type system, differently from most of the other ones, is given a (trace)
semantics which, being so fine-grained, is a first step towards a model for the
calculus itself. A subtyping relation is defined semantically on this type model.



As should be clear, the main motivation of [1] is that of permitting the so-
called orderly polymorphism, whose absence is actually a strong limitation of
ordinary ambient typings. Here an ambient is no more a boring place where
there is always the same topics of conversation, and a process is no more a
monomaniac guy always talking the same subject; on the contrary, a process
may first have a type (of conversation) and then a different one, and the type
system checks that this happens at the same time for all those enclosed in the
same ambient, so that no message non-understanding is possible. For such type
changes to work, i.e., for subject reduction, an explicit subsumption rule (holding
both for behaviours and for the other types) is necessary.

In an related area, but with a completely different purpose, is the work of
[12, 13]. The goal is the construction of a model for an ambient calculus starting
from the definition of a suitable type system, in the well-established tradition
of filter models. In particular, [12] defines a type system – whence a model –
for a pure version of MA without communication primitives, while [13] does
the same for the whole public calculus (i.e., the calculus without restriction).
Actually, the latter considers an extended version of MA (with synchronous
output 〈M〉P ) where communication is formally higher-order, in the sense that
messages consist of full processes instead of capabilities.

Models are theories in which for two programs or processes to be identified it
does not suffice that their respective executions satisfy a same set of key invari-
ants, like being immobile, or single-threaded, or always outputting integer values;
but they really have to “behave the same”, according some suitable definition of
an externally observable behaviour.

Moreover, recalling that a sound model is fully abstract w.r.t. a behavioural
equivalence if does not discriminate more, it must be noticed that for the models
built in [12, 13] full abstraction, though not holding for ordinary MA, is recovered
by the addition of a self-open primitive, akin to the acid considered by Cardelli.

In filter models, which are based on an elegant application of the Stone
duality, two terms are identified if and only if they may be assigned the same
types; therefore a type system built for this purpose must be much more fine-
grained than even the one above-mentioned of [1]: the type of a term really
has to capture, with a limited abstraction, the information on all its possible
interactions, i.e., all its possible reductions in all possible contexts.

Process types for full (asynchronous higher-order) MA are (omitting the self-
open):

T, T ′ := ω | in m.T | out m.T | open m.T
| i(T−).T | o(T−).T | m[T ] | T |T ′ | T ∧ T ′

where T− are simple types, i.e., not containing the ∧ operator. As is apparent,
types are almost copies of terms, with only input variables and output values
abstracted away, and are analogous to those of [1]; however, w.r.t. them they
have different, dual meanings. The type inm.T is not, like in [1] and in the usual
behavioural type systems, the type of all processes that first surely perform the
action in m and then behave as specified by T ; instead, it is the type of all



processes that may perform the action in m and then behave as specified by T ,
in one of their possible executions; similarly, T |T ′ is the type of processes that
may behave like the parallel composition of processes of types T and T ′, and so
on.

In other words, while in traditional programming-oriented type systems a
process (or more generally a nondeterministic program) has a given type if all
its executions satisfy the invariant described by the type, in model-oriented type
systems a process may be assigned a given type if there exists at least one
execution satisfying the invariant. In the first case the process must behave
as specified by T (must-nondeterminism, universal quantification on reduction
paths), in the second it may (may-nondeterminism, existential quantification).

Crucial, in this regard, is the role played by the conjunction: the type T ∧T ′

is the type of every term for which there exists a reduction path satisfying T
and there exists a (generally different) path satisfying T ′. Thus each term has
many different types, corresponding to all its possible reductions.

Finally, the most striking feature, from a programmer’s point of view, is that
this kind of systems does not have the subject reduction property, but just the
opposite: the subject expansion. Execution, by choosing an actual path among
the many possible, decreases the set of branching possibilities, and therefore the
set of types it can be assigned; hence, their intersection, which is the minimal
type, becomes larger. The null process 0 has only the type ω, which is the greatest
type, representing the trivially true property holding for every process.

8 Conclusion

The tutorial started from Cardelli and Gordon’s calculus and from its first type
system, purely dealing with communication and constituting the minimal typ-
ing without which, in a sense, the calculus itself does not have a full meaning
(presence of “error terms”).

Then it tried to show how this original core has been extended in different
directions either by introducing richer types without modifying the calculus, or
by extending or modifying the calculus so as to make it possible to define more
expressive types. To sum up, the most meaningful points are: the major role
played by the expression of properties concerning ambient movements (not sur-
prisingly, given the very name and scope of the original MA); the introduction
of the group technique for avoiding dependent types; types for enhanced com-
munication flexibility, where the interplay between communication and mobility,
inherent in the ambient paradigm, is in some cases so tight that the extension
actually concerns both, as in BA; types for security.

New type disciplines for expressing and checking other classes of invariants
are continuously emerging (for example those accounting for resource allocation
and consumption, in a not unlimited world [17]) thus opening new directions of
research, though staying away from the witty definition that “a type is whatever
is put at the right-hand-side of the colon” (U. de’ Liguoro).



It is also fair to say that ambient calculi have been strongly criticized as a
possible foundation for global and mobile computing, since the atomicity of mo-
bility actions, of course essential in their definitions, seems to be very difficult
to implement in a distributed setting (which is the relevant case), as remarked
in [25]. If, for example, an ambient m wants to perform an in n action, then, as
explained in [25, 16], first it must be checked whether there is a sibling ambient
named n, then the actual transfer of m must be performed; which requires that
either the involved ambients be locked (in case of synchronous implementations)
so as to avoid that in the meanwhile for example the ambient n moves some-
where else, or a complex message mechanism must be set up (in asynchronous
implementations, like [16]).

On the other hand, the implementation of Safe Ambients reported in [24]
separates the logical structure of an ambient system from its physical distribu-
tion, so that “ambients cease to be meaningful abstractions for the control of
the physical distribution of computations” [25].

Nevertheless, it is fitting to conclude this tutorial by mentioning one of the
latest offsprings of Mobile Ambients, again counting Cardelli among its au-
thors: the Bio-Ambients [23], intended to model some important aspects of bio-
molecular systems, which are clearly immune from the above criticism. In this
way, with the help of life sciences, Mobile Ambients are maybe going to find a
new unhindered life.6
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